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Secrets of the Sea 4.    
Where fishing and numbers 
meet: stock assessment in a 
nutshell  

This is the next article in a series on lobster and their 

fisheries by Dr Colin Bannister, Emeritus scientist at 

CEFAS Lowestoft, chairman of the Shellfish Association, 

and a former Cefas advisor on fisheries and shellfisheries management.  

Previous articles described how lobsters grow, how shelter helps lobsters of all ages to 

survive, and how complex behaviours could lead foraging lobsters to encounter and be 

caught by the many baited pots set by fishermen. This article explains the principles of 

assessing the status and sustainability of lobster stocks. 

Biologically, the success of lobster potting depends mainly on how much fishable stock is 

on the seabed at the start of each season, and what proportion is subsequently caught by 

the fishery that year. This proportion is the harvest rate caused by the total amount of 

fishing. The initial fishable stock is the number of adults that have survived the previous 

year’s fishing, plus new adolescents reaching minimum legal size (MLS) for the first time. 

The harder we fish, the more we deplete the mature egg producers that generate stock 

replacement, so sustainability depends on avoiding overfishing the mature stock.  

Stock depletion 

Depletion can be explained using simple numbers. Imagine a brood of 100 newly fishable 

animals (‘recruitment’), and that deaths are mainly due to fishing (quite likely in lobsters, 

where natural deaths are probably low). A low harvest rate of say 20% means a survival 

rate of 80%, so a brood of 100 depletes to 80 survivors in the first year, then to 64 the next 

year, and so on.  The sequence 100, 80, 64 creates the age structure of the stock (green in 

the Table). If harvest rate rises to 50% (survival rate 50%) the sequence becomes 100, 50, 

25 (yellow in the Table), and when depletion is 80% (survival rate 20%) the age structure is 

100, 20, 4 (red in the Table). In nature such sequences repeat year on year, with added 

variations caused by fluctuations in the environment. The Table shows that with a high 

harvest rate the age structure is depleted much faster, leaving fewer survivors to generate 

future broods. If maturity occurs at age 3 for example, then quadrupling the harvest rate 

from 20% to 80% reduces newly mature stock from 64 per 100 recruits to 4, a potentially 

lethal fall in reproductive potential.   

 

Simplified age structures if deaths are due only to fishing 

Stock depletion and resulting catch per 100 recruits at low, medium and high harvest rates   

Maturity is at age 3. The 'traffic light' colours signify increasing risk to egg production  
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Assessing crustaceans  

In a real fishery we cannot assess directly the stock 

on the seabed. Catches are sub-samples of the 

stock, however, if they originate throughout the 

available stock area the proportional age structure 

of the total catch should mirror that in the stock 

(20, 16, 13 for the 20% rate in the Table). In 

Crustaceans countable age rings do not 

accumulate on the shell because growth is by 

moulting. We must therefore measure the size 

structure of the catch (the frequency of lobsters of 

different sizes) and analyse it with the help of size-

age data obtained from lobster tagging 

experiments (in which size measured at release is 

compared to the recapture size at the end of a 

known time at liberty). Routine assessment 

therefore requires scientists and agencies to 

record how many lobsters are caught and landed 

throughout the year, and to sample their size 

structure regularly. Such data are compiled for 

broad scale geographical areas around the coast.  

The size structure of the total catch in each area is 

then worked back mathematically to estimate the 

harvest rate and stock number that would have 

generated the input data, taking into account the 

likely natural death rate. It is vital that the size 

structure is typical of the whole stock and of the 

stock harvest rate (see the Figure), and is not 

unduly biased by, for example, habitat limitation 

(shelter size can affect lobster size), pot size and 

design, or behavioural interactions (which can 

distort the size structure being caught).  
 

Sustainability and management 

An assessment ‘model’ answers sustainability questions by forecasting what happens to the age structure if the harvest 

rate is increased, stabilised, or reduced, or if the MLS is increased to protect immature lobsters. Results are judged against 

reference point targets commonly required by fisheries treaties and policies. One target is the ‘maximum sustainable 

yield’ (MSY), defined as the best long term catch obtainable whilst maintaining the number of incoming juveniles. A 

more critical target, the ‘limit reference point’, is the highest harvest rate that can be permitted without crashing 

reproductive potential. For lobsters, where data on juveniles is very limited, the MSY target is estimated somewhat 

arbitrarily as the moderate harvest rate that reduces mature spawners to 35% of the ‘virgin’ level (that which is 

theoretically obtainable at zero fishing). The limit, intended as the ultimate trigger to prevent stock collapse, is the high 

harvest rate that reduces spawners to 15% of the virgin level.   

As will be discussed next time, current assessments suggest that harvest rates in most UK lobster fisheries are high, and 

are closer to the limit than to MSY. Management action is therefore being contemplated in order to avoid overfishing and 

to move stocks towards MSY. This will require regional consultations on the measures most appropriate for each area, 

including discussions on the feasibility of controlling potting effort (the aggregated number and hauling frequency of pots 

set by each boat) to achieve a target harvest rate. Since the ultimate aim is to maintain juvenile recruitment it may become 

necessary for agencies to track progress by monitoring the year by year abundance of undersized lobsters.   

Idealised Lobster Size Distributions from areas 

with different harvest rates 

Upper: moderate harvest rate    Lower: high harvest rate 

Data represent catch samples, both sexes combined 

Size is carapace length in mm.  Minimum landing size was 87mm 


